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An Experiment in pretentiousness

If the tragically sound presumptuous negation of a living theory proven to be palpable to the gut
of contemporary times, can be treated as an excessive and exuberant attempt at exhilarating the 

consciousness of the perceptive mind, then one may be led to believe that in the expulsion of limits, the 
derailment of thought, and surrender of control it is possible to fnd an immaculate fow of fabricated 

sound.

This sound, heavy in its meaning, traverses layers and fnds a home in your heart. It titillates the 
intellect and seduces the reader into a world of prolonged experience.

It is a gluttony of language, of an imperial rule.
The english in its benevolent mischief.

Mischievous as it may be, this unit of power confounds the basis of an elitism appearing under the 

domain of pretentiousness. If god is really a pretentious prick then oh my life would be so easy.
But the truth is that god/the universe/the source/the divine,

is merely a poet. (in a river)

In regarding the benevolence of the cauldron, 
and the bristles on my broom,

I enchant myself into existence-
on an infnite loom.

Thousands of daggers pierce the skin of men.

Right at the heart.
At the nipple, through a crevice in the ribcage-

this happens in a moment.
Sometimes death appears without warning.

Social credibility in artistic practice can seem like a dubious mechanism.

Stealthily engaging a rightful notion of sectarian philosophy of knowing,

might be considered a rebuking of the already assimilated patterns of behavior.

If one is to rectify linear thought in the mind through the charge of electrons, 
one is able to create sound.

I’m supposed to be talking smack!!

If a circular conversation is to enable meaning to confne within itself

a core understanding of its own intentions,
then perhaps an attempt at grasping potency from the

scurrying and scrambling wor(l)ds that pass by
may be unnecessary.
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Just as the dominant matrix of a cyborg informs its creator
of the simultaneous existence of its predecessor cyborg,

we have changed the human genetic model.

Magic is ever.

If depository malfunctioning causes nail biting and excessive consumption of coca-cola,
the language may not go too far.

The tremor of hysteria, shivering the bones of contemporary society;

infecting their nerves and consuming them from the inside
has become an almost paradigm.

The convulsive ignorance and the disgusted abjection of sincerity 

must stop.

If the reins on these horses are preordained to something, it is constant change.
As active minds at work to comprehend the nature of reality- without falling prey 

to the beast of depression and/or superfciality being served to us through a multitude of main stream 
mediated platforms- servicing these reins becomes our responsibility.

what holds life together?

our misunderstanding of the analyzing factors embedded within the chaotic entanglement of 
chronology and culture leave us crippled and detached from a holistic viewpoint.

Paolo Piscitelli  talks about leaving some things where they belong-
..

we must change the tape—xxvi

but the conversion to the correct format to play on our old tape player can seem hopeless.
replacing the tape player itself- is just absurd-

but this is precisely where belief comes in-

and visualization.

if so much of our healing is subdued by the surface languages we use-
for our ideas are already elaborate entities ‘holding’ us in reality-

then language itself is the disease-
and language itself will be the cure- or at least the bringer of ease-

to heal the wound- and brighten, lighten spirits.

ignorance of another should not be feared-
but frst of all- dignity of the self must be established-

not dignity as a pursuit of egotistical morals values or goals-
but an ethical dignity-

oh- but what of the drunkard nights and the debauchery that has birthed so much of the 
necessary subversion that brought us here.

- - -
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postmodernity has enabled the notion of multiple truths.
your truth as different from mine.

opposite even maybe-
yet they’re both really part of the same thing-

whether you and I realize that yet- or not.

if you want to go and play the hedonist- go ahead.
no one has the right to stop you.

it may even just be your life’s purpose.

balance is the point-
we’ve been bombarded with right and wrong for so long-

that when we sit down to try and vocalize our insides
all we end up doing is justifying how we’re good and okay.

and we feel small-
we’ve been made to feel small—

we feel jaded- and broken-
unfortunate.

he smirks as he sips his whiskey-
slips a rounded sloppy ice cube-

slickly back into the short glass,
narrows his eyes-

then concernedly exclaims 
“what a pity-

too bad they weren’t born 
bourgeois like us”

poor peasants!”

she sips her tea.

she easily falls into dark spaces.
feeling burdened- and heavy

melancholic-
she writes a lot in these phases-

she has convinced herself that there is a reason for the heaviness-
and has accepted her life as a sacrifce that fts in the greater puzzle of lives that make the genealogy of 

human consciousness.
letting go of the heaviness

seems like letting go of the depth-
which feels like letting go of her core-

of her values.
there are growing pains involved in 

letting go of values.
once set in motion- the system starts

to show how sometimes values are inherited.
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it hurts to change. to admit you’re wrong.
to even start to open up to the possibility that you might 

be wrong.
but to realize that the one informing you- is not your enemy

the willingness to listen- to lighten—
trust in 

we aren’t those people love.

we musn’t be swayed by doubts of our purpose.
you see that vision with me- 

i know you do-
i see you there- in that place of not seeing.

here, the vision is like a feeling-

an embodiment of trust.

ours is a lighter light- 
paler-

its where organisms breath rubbing against each other-
coexisting together as a greater organism.

there are rhythms and pulsating patterns

and we are not infantile and embryonic-
but we stand tall-

as wholeness within ourselves-

to turn my head and see you there-
to see us there-

strong-
this is the vision.

once awareness becomes a key word in the life practice of a thinker-
every gesture, every action, every intention-

comes under scrutiny against awareness.
its starts to form a kind of religion for the self.

a series of experiments to establish ground-
to challenge gut responses and emotional knee jerks.

 

i don’t have much time.
i only have 10 years.

i know it seems like a lot-

but its really not- for what I need to produce/communicate.
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the machine as a medium, imagining its own sentience-
aligning along the way any part out of place-

to birth itself into existence-
an evolution indeed.

the mystical analogies when fragmented and dispersed

into the fabric of a football being fought over by dogs:
each rip sets free passages woven together- out into the ether

and each dog sleeps in peace that night.

all that to say- fght all you want fucking dogs-
all will be well anyway.

the rupture

future me—


